What

PROLOGUE: When the Winds Died Down

Stands
Storm

By Rick Bragg

A

lmost nothing stood.
Where the awful winds
bore down, massive oaks,
100 years old, were shoved
over like stems of grass, and great
pines, as big around as 55-gallon
drums, snapped like sticks. Church
sanctuaries, built on the Rock of Ages,
tumbled into random piles of brick.
Houses, echoing with the footfalls of
generations, came apart, and blew
away like paper. Whole communities,
carefully planned, splintered into
chaos. Restaurants and supermarkets,
gas stations and corner stores, all disintegrated, glass storefronts scattered
like diamonds on black asphalt. It was
as if the very curve of the Earth was
altered, horizons erased altogether,
the landscape so ruined and unfamiliar
that those who ran from this thing,
some of them, could not find their
way home.
We are accustomed to storms, here
where the cool air drifts south to collide with the warm, rising damp from
the Gulf, where black clouds roil and

in a

The South has endured floods, hurricanes,
oil spills, and one of the worst storms in our
history. Through it all we have learned that in
times of trouble, the very things that seem to
tear our world apart also reveal what holds us
together. Here, a tale of Southern survival
through faith, food, and fellowship

spin and unleash hell on Earth. But
this was different, a gothic monster off
the scale of our experience and even
our imagination, a thing of freakish
size and power that tore through state
after state and heart after Southern
heart, killing hundreds, hurting thousands, even affecting, perhaps forever,
how we look at the sky.
But the same geography that left
us in the path of this destruction also
created, across generations, a way of
life that would not come to pieces
inside that storm, nailed together
from old-fashioned things like human
kindness, courage, utter selflessness,
and, yes, defiance, even standing
inside a roofless house.
As Southerners, we know that a
man with a chain saw is worth 10 with
a clipboard, that there is no hurt in
this world, even in the storm of the
century, that cannot be comforted
with a casserole, and that faith, in the
hereafter or in neighbors who help
you through the here and now, cannot
be knocked down.

Glendale Gardens held its
annual neighborhood potluck
in a park down the street from
this house, which was featured
in Southern Living in 1996.

BY Rick Bragg, Kim Cross, and Erin shaw Street
with additional reporting by Cory Bordonaro, Stephanie Granada, and David Hanson
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it had been a bad spring.

The sirens screamed every few days,
in Mississippi, Alabama, and beyond.
In Tuscaloosa, just days before the big
storm, Mary Kate Jemison Cochrane
and her daughter, Emily, walked

“It was like the storm
had picked these people
up and set them down
someplace ugly, broken,
new. How awful it would
have been, to have
landed there alone.”
through the family house in Glendale,
looking for a place the 91-year-old
Mrs. Cochrane could shelter when
the weather turned. They settled on a
hall closet, removed two Electrolux
vacuum cleaners, silent since antiquity,
and put in a chair. When sirens did
sound on April 27, Mrs. Cochrane
stepped inside and shut the door.
She passed the time by looking
through things, forgotten and dusty.
She picked up a cookie tin, and pried
off the lid. Neatly rolled inside was
her christening gown, the one she
wore as a baby, almost 92 years ago.
She had been looking for that.
She is hard of hearing. Inside, with
her memories, she did not hear the
destruction. She felt the house shake,
but it had shaken before. Then she
heard someone calling her name.
A neighbor, Michael Carr, had
huddled as the storm tore at his walls.
The first thing he did, when it passed,
was break into her house, damaged
but intact, and shout for her. It was
the same all along the street, as
people ran from house to house,

green. It was like the storm had
picked these people up and set them
down someplace ugly, broken, new.
How awful it would have been, to
have landed there alone.

shouting, hoping.
Carr called for her again. The
closet door swung open.
“Well I am fine, Michael,” she said
graciously, “and you are just so kind,
to come check on me.”
She stayed here because it was
where she raised her children, where
she once found a live horse in a bedroom, where every cardboard box
bulged with history. It took the storm
of a lifetime to move her. She walked
through the ruin, and rode away. But
she sent Emily back for the gown.
There will be great-grandchildren
to baptize.
They must be properly dressed.

i have seldom felt helpless

in my life. I hold to the hillbilly
standard that there is no situation so
hopeless that, through perseverance,
I cannot make worse. It is why my
wife will not let me have a chain saw—
“You will cut off your own head”—and
will not allow me on the roof. So there
I stood, giant trees across my driveway,
my roof naked, helpless. What
happened next still seems like magic.
Within a minute of stepping into
my yard, I was met by a never-ending
stream of neighbors, some I only
slightly knew, who left their own
crises to help me clean up mine.
There are too many to list here—I
would leave someone out—but they
came, capable men who knew how to
run a saw, or twist a wrench. Some
came, worked like a dog, and vanished
before I could thank them. I hope
they are reading this, men and women
who lifted and dragged tons of trees,
and almost killed me and my stepson
Jake, trying to keep up. Every church
group in Tuscaloosa, it seemed, clawed
rubble out of my yard, or out of the
playground across the street, meaning
I can never again say anything mean
about the Episcopalians. I came
to enjoy the company. That first

outside, minutes after

the winds died down, people gathered
in the street. Tammy Elebash—our
boy took her daughter to prom—held
a phone. “I see the Pitts…I see the
Petrovics…yes, Mrs. Brannon is fine.
She’s on my arm….” Inez Rovegno and
John Dolly had grabbed their wedding album and crawled into the tub.
Mary Pitts had hidden with her triplets in a hallway as flying glass stabbed
the walls. Beverly Banks had held to
her big, white dog as her house
disintegrated around her.
Then, one by one, people noticed
the change. The once verdant place
was laid open, stripped, flattened.
You could see things you had never
seen, like a water tower that used to
be invisible behind the curtains of

Jason wallis

I know this to be true because I
came home to it the day after the
storm. My street, a quarter mile of
small, historic homes and lovely trees,
had looked as though it were painted
on canvas and hung on the air. It was
ruined April 27, and also spared. No
one died in Glendale Gardens, while,
yards away in Rosedale, rescue
workers pulled the dead from houses
blasted as if in war. It is why, even as
they piled their neighborhood into
trash heaps two stories tall, my
neighbors said, over and over, how
fortunate they were.
Our little white house, on the edge
of a mile-wide tornado, was hammered
by flying 2 by 4s, stripped of its
shingles but, somehow, still standing
when we returned from New Orleans.
My wife, Dianne, cried when she saw
it, and cried more as she looked down
our street. A third of the houses were
destroyed. Others will be torn down.
The trees that gave this place its
name were gone or splintered. In our
yard, a single, ancient dogwood
survived, my wife’s pride, a reminder
of what this used to be.
People say it will never be the same.
I don’t know about that.

afternoon, I straightened up from
tugging on an unmoving limb to see
Allen McClendon, the husband of
my son’s music teacher, saw through
a tree that blocked my drive. He
brought his father, Rick, and an old,
brown dog named B.J., and we told
duck hunting stories and I don’t think
any lies, but it was hard to tell over the
roar of the saws. And then they, too,
were gone, to help someone else,
somewhere down the road.
There was no end to this generosity.
Food just appeared. No one would
take a dime. The college students on
our street, the ones I had yelled at for
driving too fast, cooked all the meat
from our melting freezers, and let
me pet their puppy. Mrs. Cochrane’s
Emily asked if we needed a generator.
Our boy’s friends brought gasoline.
Folks with gas water heaters offered
hot showers. That night, I went to
sleep under the luxury of an electric
fan. The next morning, my neighbors
were in my yard before I was.

So I wonder.
If a street is made of people, not
oaks and tulip trees, how can this
place not be as fine as it ever was?
I think the best I heard it put was
by Mary Pitts.
“I always thought we lived on a
good street,” she said. “Now I know.”

a few days after the storm,
on a Sunday morning, I awoke to a
tap-tap-tap on my roof. I should have
gone to see what it was about, but
after a while the rhythmic tapping got
to be almost soothing, and I ducked
inside a dream. Later, I learned that
my neighbor James Mize had scaled
the roof and tacked down some
covering that had blown loose.
He did not ask me where I went
to church, or how I voted, or who
my family was. He did not climb
that ladder for money, or attention,
or even thanks.
He did it, he said, because it
looked like rain.

holt, Alabama Wednesday, May 18, 2011
About 6 miles from Glendale Gardens, this street was leveled by
the same tornado, which cut a devastating path through Alabama.

what stands in a storm: PART I

faith

Smithville, Mississippi Friday, May 6, 2011

“Our beautiful church building is no longer here,
but our beautiful church has never been more lovely.
One stained glass window survived. This was like
God’s little gift, telling us, ‘It’s gonna be all right.’ ”

The things that do not break

E

ven in rubble, even in pieces,
the church was there for
people to lean on. Even with
their sanctuary flattened
by the winds, their altar beneath a pile
of bricks, the believers gathered by
the ruins of their church, stuck a
wooden cross in the Mississippi soil,
and held church in the parking lot.
The lovely stained glass windows
that lit a thousand prayers had been
blown out. All but one. The fragile
image of Christ, arms outstretched,
still watched over Smithville Baptist
Church. That it would survive, with
just two small cracks, may or may not
have been a sign. But to the people
in the parking lot, who had just seen
their town of Smithville scoured by
the sky, it was not a matter to question.
All they wanted was someone to help
them make sense of it.
Pastor Wes White, a man who
describes himself as a better hugger
than a prophet, who was still wondering himself, did the best he could.
“We do not grieve as those who
have no hope,” he said, paraphrasing
Thessalonians. “I did four funerals in
the past five days. I buried our dead,
those we loved. It would be devastating
if life on Earth was the end. But for
the believer, there is no period at the
end of our life, only a comma.”

—Pastor Wes White, Smithville Baptist Church

jason wallis

it was a time when people

leaned hard on their churches, when
they looked for miracles and found
them. Here in Smithville, it was
unbroken glass in a broken church.
One hundred miles away in Alabama,
it was a church that stood where
nothing else did.
Standing in the ruins of a church
that fell, or in the shadow of a church
that stood alone, it bears the question:
Why? Why did some stand, while
others fell? Why were some prayers

answered, and others seemingly
unheard? What kind of God protects
windows and lets mothers throw
themselves on their babies, and die?
Why them? Why not me?
These questions are unanswerable
in a world built on logic. And when
logic fails, what is left but faith?
“We have a hope beyond logic,
beyond understanding,” said Pastor
Wes. “I believe our God is going to
take our devastation and turn it into
something beautiful.”

three days after easter,

the pastor sat on the red brick steps
that had led to 521 Sunday sermons,
and saw the black funnel cloud part
the horizon. He turned to his youth
minister and said, “It’s here.”
They sprinted across the parking
lot to the Sunday school wing, the
oldest and strongest part of the church,
and ducked into a room where 11
others—children, parents, a small
dog—were huddled together, terrified.
For 15 long seconds, the winds
punched through the windows and
pelted the people with pieces of trees
and homes and dreams, peeled tiles
off the ceiling, and tugged at them
like a great, invisible hand trying to
turn the church inside out. They held
on to the door frames, to a bookshelf,
to anything still there.
With a thunderlike clap, two
large sheets of metal slammed over
the nearest windows, shielding them
from the blender of debris. One room
over, the storm speared a 2 by 4 right
through the wall. So loud was the roar
that they did not hear the church fall.

about 100 miles away in

Holt, Alabama, another church stood.
Untouched in a leveled landscape, it
looked like that first red Monopoly
house set down on an empty board.

Soma Church stands almost
perfect. The windows are intact.
All but two. The first one was broken
by folks needing shelter from the
storm. The second by people
desperate for a place to triage just
after the storm had passed.
The church became an oasis where
you could find anything from Onesies
and Ivory soap to cans of peas and
carrots. It was also a place where
people saw the Word of God stand
up to a storm that had knocked
everything else down.
“When we built this church, we
put Bibles in the four corners of the
building,” said Becky Lewellyn, a
church member. “Underneath all
that Sheetrock, there’s Scripture
written in English and Spanish.”
Somewhere on a 2 by 4 is a
handwritten favorite from Psalms:
Unless the Lord builds the house, those
who built it labor in vain.
“We wanted to be a beacon for the
community in a time of devastation,”
Becky said. “But we never expected
anything like this.”
Pastor Shaun Faulkner, who lost
his home in the storm, preached on
the Sunday after the storm:
“There have been times throughout the history of mankind where
tragedy has brought about a miracle
of some sort, and a tangible presence
of God among His people. I have
never felt so much love and joy in the
Spirit as I do now. I feel spiritually
complete. I feel spiritually whole.”

as people walk through

the aftermath looking for answers,
they find them in all sorts of places—
even in an old children’s rhyme, one
played with interlaced fingers:
Here is the church, / Here is the steeple.
Open the doors / And see all the people.
Pastor Wes says that his greatest
value in this trying time might be an
old-fashioned notion of ministry that
does not even need a church to hold it.
“My job is chief neck hugger,” he
said. “I like to believe I can preach.
But my real gift to communicate the
Gospel is found in strong arms and
a fluffy body.”
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what stands in a storm: PART II

food

Feeding more than hunger

T

The Ultimate Comfort Food

clockwise from top left: jason wallis; robbie caponetto; jason wallis; david hanson

clockwise from top left: Tony Allen fed
roadside strangers in two states; Rashmi and
Andy Grace founded the Soul Food Brigade to
supplement shelter food; Rita Trull offered her
cakes on the side of the road in tornado-torn
towns; Alfonso and Nora Walle, owners of
El Rancho Mexican Restaurant in Vilonia,
Arkansas, with 1-year-old daughter Becky, fed
everyone and charged no one after the storm.

hey rolled into town after
devastated town, the
volunteers with coolers.
When the parking lots
filled with trucks and tents, they
found a flat spot on the side of the
road and held a handmade sign:
We Have Free Food!
They were just a few families from
a small-town church, good people
who knew that dragging branches and
lifting boards could not be done on an
empty stomach. In three days, they
grilled 700-odd burgers and 400 hot
dogs in five torn towns, feeding nearly
1,000 strangers—victims, volunteers,
anyone who was hungry.
“It makes people feel like things
are back to normal,” said Janet Allen,
as her husband, Tony, leaned into the
smoke of the monster grill they towed
behind their pickup. Horse farming
is their business. Cooking is their
calling. “People say, get a restaurant,”
Janet said. “I’d rather give it away.
Makes me feel better.”
In the South, food and tragedy are
sisters. And while the instinct to feed
others in a crisis may not be strictly
Southern, what we prepare, and how
we do it—in lovingly generous, beltbusting portions—may be our region’s
finest recipe.
It is true that some ills in this
world cannot be cured by Rita Trull’s
chocolate cake with buttercream
frosting. But that cake, and the love
and compassion baked into it, may be
more beautiful than any cake that
ever appeared on a magazine cover. By
the look of the spread in front of her,
Rita is not alone in her ability to cope,
and help, through baking. When she
put out a call for help after the storm,
the answer came strong, and sweet.
“I said, ‘I need some cakes for
these people!’ ” she said. “And I had
21 cakes come to my house.”

even as relief trucks filled

with cans of beans and shelf-stable
meat rolled into every battered town,
so did a battalion of Junior League
bakers, restaurant chefs, and Samaritans
armed with spatulas. Cooks of all
stripes tied on their aprons, stepped
up to the plate, and filled it.
Some 2,000 volunteers converged
upon the storm-whipped Arkansas
town of Vilonia, and with those able,
willing arms came mouths that needed
feeding. The Senior Citizens Center
became the headquarters of help, and
those who ran it (retired teachers,
moms) somehow found a way to feed
1,200 people three squares a day.
Like the fable of Stone Soup, where
a pot that begins with a single, boiled
rock is shown to feed a village when
each villager chips in, the meals came
together, a town-wide potluck. The
elementary school gave sausage and
biscuits. The bank donated a near halfton of meat. Ten flats of milk arrived
from the grocery store, unbidden.
The brand-new Mexican restaurant
fed everyone and charged no one.
The ice-cream company brought
freezers and an 18-wheeler packed
with ice, a giant community fridge
where people saved food from their
powerless kitchens.
The stream of donations seemed
to have no end. Some people cried
into that first hot meal, because it
tasted so good, so normal. No one
saw even close to the bottom of the
barrel, much less had to scrape it.
“I had 25 cases of hamburger meat
in the fridge trailer, and I went in
there the other day and there were
still 25 cases, even though we’ve been
going through it every day for two
weeks,” said Sandy Towles, a retired
teacher who volunteers at the Senior
Citizens Center. “People just keep
bringing us more to serve. It’s like the

proverbial loaves and fishes.”
Vilonia’s victims were soon
feeding its volunteers. Miss Dollie
Pruett, in her mid-sixties, rose at 4
a.m. to bake 200 homemade biscuits
slathered with gravy for the National
Guard. Military, firemen, and police
came hungry from around the state.
Volunteers such as Lorenda Gantz
Donham worked double-shift hours
to feed them. “We may be stinky and
we may be bankrupt,” said Lorenda,
who had never before cooked for an
army, “but we will be full.”

on their urban farm,

where fourth-graders once studied
rows of turnips, the crops were
poisoned with fiberglass. Tuscaloosa’s
Forest Lake was stripped of many of
its oaks. But the founders of the
Druid City Garden Project looked at
the mess and saw another teachable
moment.
Andy Grace, a film professor, and
his wife, Rashmi, tore out the ruined
crops and planted sunflowers, zinnias,
marigolds, something pretty to look
at as neighbors rebuilt.
They reached out to local farmers
for vegetables they could not grow
themselves, and turned them into
collards and cornbread, roasted
potatoes, homemade lasagna bursting
with summer squash. A break from
the shelters’ emergency rations, often
spooned from a can, these meals
would be their next lesson: Food heals.
They called their project the Soul
Food Brigade. In the kitchen of an
Episcopal chapel, the couple formed a
unique supper club, a group of friends
who had already shared many evenings
before, chopping hip-to-hip, weeping
together over cut onions, preparing
a communal meal.
Now they cooked for people who
didn’t have kitchens, for people who
had driven hundreds of miles to ask a
stranger “How can I help you?” They
cooked meals that they would proudly
serve company, prepared things that
feed more than hunger. “This is the
kind of food that we make when we’re
together,” Andy said. “We wouldn’t
serve anything less.”
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what stands in a storm: PART III

“This quilt is my life, my journey through
everything. I see my baby pictures and realize
how much my kids look like me.”
—Carrie Lynn Morgan (holding baby ) who lost her memory
quilt to the twister that took her mother’s (far left ) house

“It’s funny how one little, good thing coming out of a
disaster can mean so much. You have to look at those
good things and hold on to those, because sometimes
they are what pull you through.”
—Leah Meyer ( third from right ), who found it 75 miles away

fellowship

Project recovery

See this quilt come
home: Witness the
touching reunion as Leah’s
family returns the quilt to
Carrie’s.

A time when there are no strangers

L

Watch tornado diaries:
Survivors and heroes tell
their stories in our video
documentary.
Share your story: Tell
us how this changed your
life: tornadostories@
timeinc.com.
Make a difference: Join
the recovery efforts and
learn how to help people
in this story and beyond:
southernliving.com/recovery.

kim cross

Phil Campbell, Alabama Tuesday, June 7, 2011

ittle pieces of Mississippi
fell on Alabama. Alabama
rained down on Tennessee.
Photo by photo, bill by bill,
scraps of lives were picked out of
azaleas and barbed-wire fences. One
of them was a memory quilt that flew
over two counties and landed in a
muddy backyard in Athens, Alabama.
When she found it, Leah Meyer
saw through the rips and stains, saw
the life unfolding in photos—a baby,
a little girl in a pageant, a teenager
playing basketball. The bobcat
emblem was a clue that led to Phil
Campbell High School, 75 miles away.
Leah ran her fingers over the
embroidered name—Carrie Lynn—
and knew she had to find her.
On a 98-degree day in June, Leah
brought the quilt home, to the place
where it took flight. She unfolded it
on a flat, dry place where a house
once stood in the rural town of Phil
Campbell. She had tried to clean it,
but decided the rips and stains were
another chapter in its beautiful story.
Cradling a newborn son, Carrie
Lynn Morgan, now a mother of two,
reached out to accept one of the last
mementos that remained of her childhood. She had lost her house, and all
the memories in it, to a fire some years
ago. The quilt survived at her mother’s
house. She left it there, where she
thought it would be safer. When April’s
tornado took that house—thank
goodness no one was home—it left
nothing behind but sky.
Leah did not know that story when
she posted a picture of the quilt on a
Facebook lost-and-found page. Carrie
Lynn did not see that picture. She had
no power, and her phone was dead.
The news found her, though, through
the old-fashioned grapevine, a little
luck, and a friend who spotted a
familiar smile before the post rolled

too far off the screen.
“This quilt is my life, my journey
through everything,” she told Leah.
“I see my baby pictures and realize
how much my kids look like me.”
Leah smiled.
“I’m glad we found you.”

it was like this all across

the South, as strangers helped victims
pick up the pieces of their lives.
Nothing was too big or too small
to give. Hairbows for Hackleburg.
Free haircuts in Pleasant Grove.
Portrait sessions for families whose
memories were stolen by the wind. A
13-year-old girl from Arkansas found
a temporary home for a displaced
family. Five friends in Mississippi
filled a truck. Someone bought a
brand-new house for a person he
would never meet. A man who had
lost everything to his own life’s
storms—divorce, a lost job, a wreck
that left him in a wheelchair—gave
blood. It was all he had left to give.
“The best thing was how we Southerners reacted immediately to the
tragedy,” said James Spann, a beloved
Alabama weatherman who saw his
followers through the storm, first as
a modern town crier who saved lives
with 140-character warnings read
when the power failed, and after,
linking help with the people who
needed it, one tweet at a time.
On the day he describes as “like
the state was dodging bullets from
hell,” James saw not just the storm
of his lifetime, but another humbling
phenomenon: “neighbors helping
neighbors. Our people knew what to
do, and how to do it.”
It was not only Southerners. A Los
Angeles-based group called Calabama
held a bikini car wash to raise funds
for Tuscaloosa. Las Vegas gave cash.
Texas sent gas cards. One New York

lady dispatched a tractor trailer full
of tarps, just in time for the first
Alabama rain. Japan sent 8,000
blankets to Alabama, a thank-you
gift for all the help Americans had sent
in the wake of the March tsunami.

that tragedy can drive

a woman who answers her phone
“War Eagle! This is Holly” to send
truck after truck to folks who yell
“Roll Tide!” kind of says it all.
“I hated them,” says Auburn alum
Holly Hart. Yet there she was, the
driving force behind Toomer’s for
Tuscaloosa, a group of 11 ordinary
folks who sent help to more towns
than they bothered to count—even to
their own sworn enemies. “I’ll tell you
straight. I cheer for Auburn and
whoever is playing Alabama.”
Equipped with a smartphone and
uncommon sense, Holly, an interior
designer and mother of three, played
dispatcher controller for waves of
trucks sent not by official agencies but
church groups, towns, and folks who
have learned not to wait for help.
She used a Facebook group as
her command center where avatars
moved semi trucks and status updates
brought real people face-to-face.
“This is social media, but how it is
being used is more like the old-fashioned
church phone tree,” said James Chris
Fields, of the Toomer’s crew.
And that is how a mother with
grown kids, who has never been
trained in emergency response,
managed donations and cries for
help from 86,000 people.
“Anybody can make a difference in
the lives of others if they’re just willing
to show up,” said Holly. “None of us
has any training in this. If each person
gets out and helps one other person,
it doesn’t take long for this to be
taken care of.” (Continued on page 140)
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STYLE GUIDE

Enjoy summer’s bounty
with creative ways to cook
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(Continued from page 99)
Just when Holly switched gears
from crisis mode to plan for rebuilding,
she heard the news about Joplin.
Tuscaloosa and Joplin were already
friends. Joplin had sent help barely a
month before, and was hosting a
fund-raiser for Tuscaloosa on the
night that the storms hit Missouri.
“Let’s load a truck and go,” Holly
said. Within 24 hours, three trucks
were filled from the Tuscaloosa warehouse that Joplin had helped stock.
On the way to Missouri, a providential thing happened in the ketchup aisle
at a Walmart somewhere in Arkansas.
Holly had just realized that a simple
error—the wrong town typed into the
GPS—had run her truck 100 miles off
course. Regrouping, she stopped to
fill her buggy with hot dogs and buns
to cook when they arrived.
Among the condiments, a stranger
asked about her cookout. She told him
it wasn’t a party. The man told her
then about Altus, a little town down
the road that the national news had
140 southern living august 2011
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missed. It needed the things Holly
had in her truck—formula, diapers,
first aid. She let Joplin know two
other trucks were on the way, but this
one was needed in Arkansas.
Holly knows there’s a lot of work to
be done before her South is back on
its feet. Her deadline is the Iron Bowl.
“I want Tuscaloosa to be well on the
mend by fall so I don’t have to feel
guilty when we beat them.”

among the things blown

away by the storm—and given back—
was a girl’s third birthday.
This was the first year Carolynn
Wenndt really understood what a
birthday was. She had picked out her
Dora the Explorer cake and a starshaped piñata. Every week at the
grocery store, she found a new treat
to put in it. But on the day she turned
3, she learned that fixing a hole in the
roof must come before a party.
Then Carolynn’s grandma, Linda
Patterson, heard about the man who
started Alabama’s Lost Birthdays.

Clint DeShazo, a Birmingham
commercial real estate agent, realized
that even when the big things come
undone—especially when the big
things fall—the little things, like
birthday cakes, matter all the more.
Thanks to Clint, Carolynn blew
out the candles on a donated cake
at a park where the trees still had
branches. She unwrapped a Dora
blanket hand-stitched for her by a
volunteer from a group called
Blankets for Bama Babies. Her mother,
too, received a gift: a few hours to try
to forget about that hole in the roof.
“I hate that this storm ever happened, but it drew people closer,” said
Linda. “We’re all neighbors now.”
Linda joined Clint at Alabama’s
Lost Birthdays. She arranges everything from a party-in-a-box to a bash
for a 3-year-old boy who helped pull
his mama from the rubble.
Her next project? Making her
husband grow a long, white beard.
“These kids are still gonna have to
have Christmas.”
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